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example, under utility wires,” she says. “Also we need for folks
to plant hurricane-resistant trees, and not just the small ones, but
trees that will provide significant canopy in the future.”
Part of the education campaign has been to initiate a Master Urban
Forester program in Mississippi. Master Foresters will be trained in
hazard tree assessment, right-tree-right-place, and proper planting and maintenance techniques. In exchange for their training,
they’ll serve their communities on a volunteer basis.
Master Foresters, as well as the growing number of urban forestry
professionals in Mississippi—an increase precipitated by the
devastation of the hurricanes—will pay special attention to which
trees merit planting. Yowell and Nolan agree that the live oaks are
still the native heroes, but they also cite the endurance of the nonnative palm trees like sable, Phoenix, cabbage, and sago palms.
Nolan gives thumbs up to American sycamores and yellow poplars, but gives thumbs down to water oaks and hackberry trees.
Hackberry trees have not proved immediately hazardous but are
showing vertical stem fractures that spell trouble over time.
There is good news. Yowell says that interest in urban forestry on
the state level has jumped, along with more attention to coastal

flood issues and greenspace planning. Last June, Yowell’s organization and the state housing authority held a joint conference
and will do so for the next three years. Funding has been secured
to add two positions to the Mississippi Urban Forest Council that
Yowell heads—a sign of the state’s burgeoning awareness of the
importance of urban trees. Urban forestry in Mississippi is standing up straight and tall and talking back to Rita and Katrina—and
our profession will be better off for it.
Mississippi’s replanting campaign needs help in the form of
in-kind donations of seedlings and large trees of appropriate
species. If you can help, contact Donna Yowell at:
The Mississippi Urban Forest Council
164 Trace Cove Drive
Madison, Mississippi 39110
(601) 856.1660
www.msurbanforest.com

Even sycamore trees were vulnerable to windthrow in parts of Mississippi. Photo: Nicolas Britto/FEMA Photo Library
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Researcher/Educator Profile: Mike Kuhns

Utah State Professor & Extension
Forester Mike Kuhns (PhD, Auburn
University, Tree Physiology) started out in rural forestry work but
gradually has found himself more
aligned with urban forestry. “It
turns out that urban foresters can
be more easily interested in the
physiology and anatomy of trees,”
he says.
Kuhns started out doing applied
research—including a study published in the Journal of Arboriculture in 1997 called, “Penetration of
Treated and Untreated Burlap by Roots of Balled-and-Burlapped
Mike Kuhns
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Norway Maples.” For the trees in the study, treated burlap was not
a hindrance to root growth in the short term but was problematic
in the long term.
Given the all-consuming demands of his extension/teaching
appointment, Kuhns found that, schedule-wise, he was better
able to “work with the rhythms of people rather than the biology
of trees” and has shifted his focus to research at the crossroads
of urban forestry and social science. His co-authored published
papers include a look at the involvement of women and minorities
in the urban forestry profession. More recently, Kuhns has turned
to citizen attitudes toward utilities.
“I’ve done of lot of teaching within the industry about directional
pruning for line clearance,” Kuhns says, “but I had the impresCity Trees

Providers of progressive urban
forestry management services to
a national client base.

Do you have a defensible tree
risk management plan?
Does your inventory steer
you or do you manage it?
Is a clear logic model at the
core of your management plan?
Do you occasionally
require external consults?
Kuhns attended the 9th European Forum on Urban Forestry in
Florence, Italy.

sion that the public either didn’t like directional pruning or didn’t
understand the benefit of it.”
Two years ago, Kuhns got funding from the National Tree Trust to
conduct a survey of 2,100 randomly selected people in Boise, Salt
Lake City, Phoenix, Albuquerque, Denver, and Cheyenne. Each city
is served by only one utility company, so the directional pruning
work was by the same entity. Half of the participants received
an educational brochure about directional pruning. Those who
received the educational brochure tended to respond more favorably to the utility and to support directional pruning more so than
those that didn’t. “It showed a need for the utility to get the word
out better on what they are doing and why,” Kuhns says.
November / December 2006

Does your program reflect
your documented policies?
Natural Path Urban Forestry
5455 S. Ingleside Ave, Suite 1E
Chicago, IL 60615
www.naturalpathforestry.com
email: natpath@earthlink.net

(773) 699-7284
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He cites a common phenomenon: The utility wants to remove a
big tree in a historic neighborhood—the public outcry follows—
the utility eventually agrees to do directional pruning.
“The public ends up feeling bad about the utility,” Kuhns says.
“In those sensitive situations, the utilities should be professional
and do the directional pruning right from the start.” At the same
time, he says, many utilities need better public relations and educational campaigns.
Next, Kuhns is thinking about conducting a study about utility
pruning focusing on the utility instead of the customer—what utility foresters and arborists think about the work they do and about
customer relations. “I’d like to investigate how utility professionals
do what they do and try to come up with ways that it can be done
better, especially in the realm of dealing with the public,” he says.
The social science focus attracted Kuhns to the 9th European
Forum on Urban Forestry in Florence, Italy in May, 2006. There
were about 80 participants from around the world, speaking on
urban forest ecology in response to human management and
impact, species diversity, and urban forest planning. In touring,
Kuhns found most memorable the level of intensity of management the Europeans bring to their urban and rural forests.

Want to write for City Trees?
The rewards are many, if not monetary.
Share your experiences and knowledge
with peers and savor the accomplishment of getting published.
Before submitting, please write to
City Trees Editor Michelle Buckstrup

“One day we went to Vallombrosa Abbey high up in the mountains,” he says. “We were looking at forests that had been tended
by monks for centuries. We saw many Douglas-fir forests; when I
asked about native trees, the question didn’t even register. When
people have tended forests for thousands of years, what’s native
and what’s not starts to blur a bit.”

to request Writer’s Guidelines:
CityTrees@hughes.net
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Issues in Arboriculture
European Urban Forestry
By Phillip Rodbell, U.S. Forest Service

tree committees and nonprofit organizations, and finally the
innovative work going on in our largest cities. I received a great
response from participants, who were surprised that our scope
of work, range of activities, and strength of network with local
government, nonprofit, and academic and private sectors was so
advanced. The researchers in particular were impressed that we
had data on 3,700 communities in the Northeastern Area of the
Forest Service.
I learned that state governments and research institutions in
Europe generally have little to no data on the status of community
forestry activities or municipal forestry programs. I was surprised
to find that many nation states in Europe provide little to no
technical assistance or financial support to municipal tree care
programs, and that extension universities do not exist as they do
in the United States.
However, I also discovered that education is universally free in
Europe and that forestry is a respected science and profession.
National research institutes do target city trees as an area of interest and study, and grant funding is available through the European
Union. It also became clear that urban forestry is advancing quickly.
Population densities and constraints on development in
European cities like Florence, Italy force innovations in tree
maintenance and greenspace management.
Photo: Phillip Rodbell

Last May, I was fortunate to wake up in the mountain village of
Vallombrosa, 40 minutes outside Florence, Italy. I was attending
the 9th European Forum on Urban Forestry, hosted by the Italian
Academy of Forest Sciences and conducted in English. As you
might imagine, the issues and opportunities in European urban
forestry are very similar to those we face in North America.
The European Forum is organized annually by the European Urban
Forest Research and Information Centre (EUFORIC) in partnership
with the International Union of Forest Research Organizations
(IUFRO). This year’s event brought together academic researchers
with nonprofit leaders, government program managers, and consultants working in the U.K., Sweden, Germany, Norway, Finland,
Holland, Denmark, France, Italy, Belgium, Canada, U.S. and Israel.
The Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO)
was represented by the forester Michelle Gauthier, bridging the
values of the forum to the world community on poverty alleviation
and urban and peri-urban forestry issues.
I was invited to present a paper on “Urban Forestry in the
Northeastern United States.” I shared how the federal program
is delivered, the many statistics we have on communities with
staff, management plans, ordinances, and advocacy groups like
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We have a lot to offer our colleagues in Europe, especially in our
approach to program marketing and technical assistance, cultural outreach, and nonprofit fundraising and municipal capital
investment. Also of interest to researchers and managers are our
technology and assessment protocols for urban forest structure
and function (i-Tree software) that will help them to communicate
costs and benefits to municipal decision-makers.
We also can learn from European best practices, especially those
related to post-industrial landscape design and restoration. Their
solutions to storm water mitigation, including roof garden and rain
garden techniques seem to be much more advanced than ours.
Also, we can learn from their brownfield and landfill redevelopment methods.
Next year’s Forum will be held in the old coal-mining city of
Gelsenkirchen, Germany—now home to the nation’s largest solar
power plant. The theme will be “New Forests from Old Industry,”
an important meeting for landscape architects and city foresters
trying to establish viable forests and communities on industrial
wasteland. Who knows—if you play your cards right, you might
just wake up in Germany next year. I strongly advise it.
• European Forum on Urban Forestry - www.efuf.org
Phillip Rodbell is a certified arborist and manager of
the U.S. Forest Service Urban and Community Forestry
Program in the 21-state Northeastern Area.
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In the Land of Live Oaks, Royal Palms, and Mahogany
Hollywood Florida: Site of the 2007 SMA Conference
Photos Courtesy the
City of Hollywood

The Hollywood boardwalk

Don Goulding is the City Arborist for Hollywood, Florida. He’s an
SMA Board Member and will host the 2007 Annual Conference.

What challenges specific to Hollywood do you encounter?
DG: The specific challenges in Hollywood (population 140,000)

are summed up in one word: education. I have to educate builders, developers, contractors, government officials, and well-meaning residents who believe we have too many trees or that trees are
a liability or that maintenance concerns are intractable. The only
answer is constant reinforcement through education. I speak to
homeowners associations, condominium boards, and civic associations throughout the year.
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Being on the front line of the planning process, I’m in constant contact with engineers, architects, and developers. This allows me to
work directly withdecision-makers for tree protection, planting the
right tree in the right place, and instituting logical solutions for tree
preservation. Respect for the trees is achieved when stipulations
concerning the treatment, location, and specifications of trees are
stated on a set of approved plans.
The other part of my duties related to education is writing and
enforcement of the City’s tree codes. I consider the codes the base
of any tree program—if you’re not able to back up professional
management practices with political approval, chances are your
efforts won’t bear fruit.
City Trees

How does the forestry staff manage working in the heat?
DG: The sun down here is brutal from May to September and
requires a period of gradual adaptation to work in. A person not
conditioned to our summers can receive severe burns within minutes of exposure. Basically our crews working in the sun and heat
of South Florida work in the shaded areas as much as possible,
wear broad-brimmed safety hats, always wear shirts and sun
screen on exposed skin, drink lots of water and Gatorade, and
take short but frequent cooling down breaks.

What new cultivar introductions are you excited about testing out in Hollywood?
DG: In recent years, two live oak (Quercus virginana) cultivars
that I think show promise for street tree use, ‘Cathedral’ and
‘Highrise’, have been introduced. They have all the good attributes
of live oak, but with a more upright habit of growth. ‘Cathedral’
is denser then the typical live oak, and the leaf color is a darker
green. ‘Highrise’ is even more upright than ‘Cathedral’ yet has the
open branching of a straight-species live oak. The jury is still out
on the final shape the mature trees will present. However, most
tree professionals and researchers speculate the shapes will be
rounded to oval.

ASCA is an important non-profit partner to SMA. Can you
talk about your ASCA involvement and what it has meant
to you?

November / December 2006

Uptown Hollywood: The palms in the center are date palm
(Phoenix dactylifera ‘Medjool’); the palms on the sides are
Florida royal palm (Roystonea elata).
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ties require a professional presentation of ideas, facts, observations, and recommendations. ASCA has provided me with the
tools to organize information and present it to my superiors
in such a fashion that they usually agree with my conclusions,
although they may not follow that advice.

What book resources should no Florida/subtropical-climate
city forester be without?
DG: Besides the reference books most urban foresters have within arm’s length, I recommend Grades and Standards for Nursery
Plants, published by the Florida Department of Agriculture and
Consumer Services. The second is Reference Guide to Florida
Landscape Plants, published by Betrock. Third is Seashore Plants
of South Florida and the Caribbean, by David W. Nellis. Lastly,
Identification & Biology of Non-Native Plants in Florida’s Natural
Areas, edited by K. A. Langeland and K. Craddock Burks.

What are your program’s current strengths, and where do
you see Hollywood’s UF program in five years?
DG: My first contact with ASCA was attending their Academy in DG: Some of our strengths are the City’s extensive tree protection
An allée of 25-year-old live oaks (Quercus virginiana)

Annapolis, Maryland. It was five days devoted to report writing,
ethics, camaraderie, and other pertinent subjects pertaining to
consulting. I’ve been able to utilize what I learned there and at the
ASCA conferences on an almost daily basis.
While working for the City of Hollywood, many of my responsibili-

codes, well trained trimming crews, and personnel working in
the Office of Planning to oversee tree issues in development and
building projects prior to plans being approved for permitting.

In five years, we will have finished our GPS tree survey/inventory, and we’ll ideally have completed a tree management plan.

Famous twin baobab trees (Adansonia digitatata) in Hollywood’s Young Circle Park. Photo: Barry Stock, Hollywood, Florida
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affordable, web-based tree inventory management application
available today; and we built it with tomorrow’s technology.
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•
•
•
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No to High Subscription Prices
No to Long-Term Contracts
No to Upgrade Charges
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Developed By:

Arbor Vision Software, Inc.
Glenview, Illinois

Ph: 847-657-1602 Fax: 847-663-1774
info@canopy-worldwide.com
www.canopy-worldwide.com
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ference that you’re hosting in 2007?
DG: The first thing any good event needs

is a good location, and I’m proud to say
Hollywood is an outstanding city to host
a conference. There is literally something
for everybody to do before, during, and
after the conference. Hollywood has almost
five miles of beachfront, and it has eclectic
dining, night clubbing, professional and
college sports, professional entertainment,
and shopping. We have the Anne Knob
Nature Park, Everglades National Park, and
Fairchild Tropical Gardens and boating,
deep-sea fishing, scuba diving, canoeing/
kayaking, swimming, and surfing. Within a
two-and-a-half hour drive are Disney World,
MGM Studios, Universal Studios, Bush
Gardens, Sea World, Miami Metro Zoo, and
the Kennedy Space Center. Attendees may
want to stay a few extra days!
The second thing any good conference
needs is an outstanding venue. The
Hollywood Beach Marriott Resort & Spa
definitely meets that expectation. The
Resort’s outside bar & dining area, as well
as the pool, sets approximately twenty
feet from the beach with a spectacular
view of the ocean. All the recently remodeled rooms have functional balconies
with views of both the ocean and the
Intracoastal Waterway. There’s a day spa
for relaxation, an exercise room, and the
boardwalk for running, biking, rollerblading, or just strolling.
The third and final necessity is an exceptional program. I’ll be working closely with
the SMA Executive Board in the coming
months to create a program you won’t
want to miss. Look for updates in future
issues of City Trees.

Donald R. Goulding
Office of Planning
City of Hollywood
(954) 921-3471
dgoulding@hollywoodfl.org

Downtown Hollywood

Since Hurricane Wilma hit in 2005, we’ve
obtained two Florida Division of Forestry
grants to augment our urban tree reforestation projects. We will continue to apply
for grants in this area so that in five years
our tree canopy will be increased to its
pre-Wilma state. In the next five years,
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we’ll continue to educate our personnel,
and I hope to be able to purchase industryapproved hazard tree assessment tools.

You’re known for being an excellent
long-range planner. What can you tell
us already about the Hollywood con-

Correction:
While impressive, the baobab trees
(Adansonia digitata) of Hollywood
mentioned in the last issue of City
Trees are not National Champions.

City Trees

Visually Coherent Diversity
A Technique for Planting a New Kind of Allée
Photos by Michelle Buckstrup

The elm-lined streets are gone, but many of us still yearn
for the feelings they evoked. Single and double allées—
and the visual uniformity they provide—bring a sense
of order and tranquility. They can help create neighborhood identity by tying together diverse visual elements
among houses. Allées democratically serve us all. They
can demarcate residential and commercial areas in an
aesthetically pleasing fashion. Despite all these positive
attributes, allées have gotten a bad reputation because of
the many pitfalls of monoculture.
Cornell Urban Horticulture Institute Director Nina Bassuk
and former graduate student Carol Grohs have created a
series of charts of recommended groups of visually compatible trees. The charts provide guidance on grouping
trees that are taxonomically diverse yet visually coherent

Goldenraintree (Koelreuteria paniculata, above), Hawthorn
(Crataegus spp., upper right), and Japanese tree lilac (Syringa
reticulata, right) are compatible as small trees with rounded
canopies.
November / December 2006
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by virtue of leaf texture and shape, openness or coarseness of canopy, tree height and silhouette—and the intersections of these.
For example, one category is “Large Trees with Round Canopies,
Dense Branching, and Coarse-Textured Foliage,” while another
category is “Large Trees with Round Canopies, Open Branching,
and Fine-Textured Foliage.” The first category includes recommended cultivars of Norway maple (Acer platanoides), red maple
(A. rubrum), and London plane (Platanus x acerifolia); the second
contains hackberry (Celtis occidentalis), Callery pear (Pyrus calleryana), and hardy rubber tree (Eucommia ulmoides). Other

Taxodium (left) Photo: Hillary Barber
Dawn redwood (Metasequoia glyptostroboides, above),
baldcypress (Taxodium distichum, left), katsura (Cercidiphyllum
japonicum, upper right), and many cultivars of linden (Tilia sp.
right) could form an impressive allée of large trees with oval
canopies, dense branching, and fine-textured foliage.
November / December 2006
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categories group by leaf shape, such as “Trees with Maple-Shape
Leaves” and “Trees with Heart-Shape Leaves” or by cultural
needs, as in “Large Round Trees for Cold Climates.” The selections
listed are all tough urban trees.
The publication “Visual Similarity and Biological Diversity,” containing these charts of recommended groups of visually compatible trees, is available free on-line at:
www.hort.cornell.edu/uhi/outreach.

Yellowwood (Cladrastis kentukea, below), white ash (Fraxinus
americana, right), and Kentucky coffee tree (Gymnocladus
dioicus, above) could be used together as large trees with
round canopies, open branching, and fine-textured foliage.
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Looking ahead to the
January/February 2007
City Trees
• Announcing the
2007 SMA Tree of
the Year
One could create an allée of large, oval trees with heartshaped leaves using katsura (Cercidiphyllum japonicum,
top), Turkish filbert (Corylus colurna, above), and tulip tree
(Liriodendron tulipifera, right).
November / December 2006

• Asheville
Conference
Highlights
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Tree Of Merit
Chalk Maple or Whitebark Maple / Acer leucoderme
by Chuck Weber, City Forester (ret.)

Chalk maple foliage Photo: Will Cook,
carolinanature.com
Above: Chalk maple young tree bark
Photo: Will Cook, carolinanature.com

Chalk maple fall color Photos: Benny
J. Simpson, Texas A&M Dallas

One of the great quandaries of our profession involves the “dwarfing of the urban forest” as we search for species small enough to
fit into the spaces allocated to us by planners, engineers, and history—but large enough to call trees. Almost every promising species comes with a downside—messy fruit, pest problem, thorns...
or it just lacks character. But now and then a really interesting
species emerges, and we wonder, “Why did it take us so long to
think of this one?”
Chalk maple (Acer leucoderme) may be such a tree. Its natural
range (Zones 5b-8) is the Old South north to Tennessee and west
to Texas. However, it could be useful in a much wider swath,
including all but boreal and subtropical areas with extreme
temperatures. In many ways it resembles sugar maple (Acer
saccharum) and its Deep-South cousin, the Florida maple (Acer
barbatum); in fact some botanists have regarded chalk as a subspecies of sugar maple.
The distinctions are real, however. A major difference from sugar
maple is that chalk maple is notably smaller, reaching a height of
around 30 feet (9 m), with a trunk diameter up to about 12 inches
(30 cm). Its bark is white to light gray, becoming ridged and blackened toward the ground in older trees. Its twigs are green to reddish, slender, hairless, and shiny. The somewhat drooping leaves
are smaller than those of sugar maple, but larger than those of
Florida maple, with undersides with a yellowish to pale green
coating of velvety hairs. In autumn the leaves turn yellow, orange,
and deep red in a display that outshines that of Florida maple.
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Left: Chalk maple mature tree bark
Photo: Benny J. Simpson, Texas A&M
Dallas

Along with beauty and moderate size, chalk maple’s allure
includes adaptability for urban planting. In its native habitat, the
tree generally lives in the understory on moist, rocky soils. Chalk
maple is comfortable in a range of light levels and soil types and
conditions, including fairly wet soils, yet it also has high drought
tolerance. While it is known to be susceptible to verticillium wilt,
pests and diseases are seldom a serious concern.
Chalk maple is considered rare in some areas, but common in
others, such as the Sabine National Forest in extreme east Texas,
where it is the dominant maple. Its conservation status in the wild
ranges from “possibly vulnerable” to “imperiled.” However, since
it is well suited for residences, parking lot islands, tree lawns, and
many other uses, it is ripe for commercial use, which might benefit
the species as much as the municipalities and private landowners
who use it.
While propagation from cuttings is said to be difficult, chalk maple
can be grown readily from seed. It is currently grown in small
quantities by a few nurseries; however, as its virtues become
better known, the nursery trade is likely to see an opportunity for
profitable diversification.
In the next few years, an early test planting in the Old Town
Historic District in Huntsville, Alabama should yield useful data.
The streets have historically been lined with sugar maples struggling in narrow lawns—often directly under power lines. The city
has arranged for contract-growing of several dozen chalk maples
by a local nursery to be used as replacement trees for the sugar
maples, beginning in 2007. Stay tuned.
City Trees
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Announcing...
The 2007 Municipal Forester Institute
February 18-23, 2007
Lake Arrowhead, California
See www.urban-forestry.com for details
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